
It‘s wood. It‘s hard. It‘s nature.

Featuring woodura® surface technology



Eiche style

Yes, it’s real wood, locally grown. We took 
wood flooring in all its classic beauty and 
with the aid of modern technology made 
it extremely durable. But this is still a wood 
floor through and through. 

We improved nature. 

The floor is called B:hard for a reason. Using
the patented Woodura® surface technology,
we apply a wood top layer over a wood
powder coating. This results in a long-lasting, 
hardened and durable floor. 

It´s hard

Oxy oil

Bevelled

Easy maintenance

Extra hard

It´s wood
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Licensed by Välinge/reinforced wood surface woodura®/locking system 5G

Despite the use of modern technology, 
B:hard is a 100% natural product. Wood 
from forests cared for and managed on 
sustainable lines gives you the feeling of 
having a piece of nature within your own 
four walls. 

We improved nature. 

B:hard is a must everywhere, where wood 
flooring will experience heavy use. For Living 
rooms, dance schools, classrooms, offices or 
retail spaces. B:hard: The new classic wood 
floor for special occasions.
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Oak style 5



It‘s a wonder. So many features.
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Solid wood look
Harder and more durable
More robust
Eco-friendly: re-use or recycle
Pressure and breakage resistant
High impact resistance
Highest fire-rating Bfl-S1
Non-slip
Ideal for under floor heating
Fast and easy to lay
High indoor air quality
Easy maintenance

HDF core
B:hard base layer

Surface (Oxy oil)

Wood top-layer

B:hard powder-base

DIMENSION 2200 * 223 * 11 mm

TOP LAYER woodura® surface technology

COMPOSITION Powder, HDF, powder, hardwood

LAYING PATTERN plank

HANDLING Click G2/G5®, Microfase

LAYING floating or glue-down

PACK SIZE 1,962 m²

PALLET SIZE 100,06 m²

WEIGHT 10,1 kg/m²

It‘s a wonder. So many features.
Oak crack kristall 7
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Oak charakter 9
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Oak style 
saphir

Oak bronce

Oak crack
kristall

Oak crack
granat

Oak style Oak charakter

Oak crack 
saphir

Oak crack

Oak crack 11
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Wood has a tactile quality that immediately makes 
you feel at home in a room. This quality gives wood 
great appeal. However sometimes more than 
comfort is called for - in some situations high wear 
resistance and durability are also essential. At the 
same time, the price must be right. 

To meet these demands, our research department 
developed B:hard by implementing the Woodura® 
surface technology. B:hard is a high-tech ecological 
timber product, which combines the advantages 
of various floor coverings. By permanently hardening 
the floor, it meets the usage classification 23/34 
(heavy domestic/very intensive commercial use). 
It is especially suitable for office spaces, where 
office chairs with castors shouldn’t cause any visible 
marks. It is also suitable over under floor heating, 
can be laid quickly and easily and is resistant to 
burn marks from cigarettes (up to grade 4). 
In impact testing it performs better than ceramic 
tiles or laminate floors. 

B:hard is available with oiled surfaces.

Assured performance .
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Oak bronce 15



www.stoeckl.com


